For oil and gas wells, the pressure within the well (particularly the bottomhole pressure at the interface between the oil reservoir and the wellbore) is a key diagnostic measure, which can provide insight into current productivity, future potential, and properties of the reservoir rock from which the well is producing. Unfortunately, with the point of interest thousands of feet underground, regular direct measurement of bottomhole pressure is often prohibitively expensive or operationally burdensome.
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The field of production engineering, which concerns itself with extracting hydrocarbons after the wells are drilled and completed, can in many cases be summarized as the practice of reducing flowing bottomhole pressure as economically as possible, since in most cases production is inversely proportional to bottomhole pressure. One of the methods used to accomplish this goal is gas lift, which changes operating states based on the pressure and temperature profile of the entire wellbore. As a result, designing and troubleshooting gas lift requires specific calculations based on the current wellbore conditions and the equipment utilized.
Due to the fundamental importance of pressure to all aspects of petroleum engineering, the calculation of multiphase pressure profiles using empirical correlations is a common task in research and practice, enabling diagnostics and transient analyses that otherwise depend on directly measured bottomhole pressure. Unfortunately, most options to perform these calculations depend on commerical software, and many software suites handle bulk calculations poorly or not at all. In addition, these commercial solutions typically have poor support for finding and modifying gas lift injection points for repeatedly modelling wells with that type of artificial lift (such as when examining variations in design, or conditions through time).
PressureDrop.jl is a Julia package for computing multiphase pressure profiles for gas lifted oil and gas wells, developed as an open-source alternative to feature subsets of nodal analysis or RTA software such as Prosper, Pipesim, or IHS Harmony. It currently calculates outlet-referenced models for producing wells using non-coupled temperature gradients using industry-standard pressure correlations: Beggs and Brill (Beggs & Brill, 1973) with the Payne (Payne, Palmer, Brill, & Beggs, 1979) correction, and Hagedorn and Brown (Brown, 1977) with the Griffith bubble flow (Griffith & Wallis, 1961) correction, as well as the Ramey and Shiu temperature correlations (Ramey, 1962; Shiu & Beggs, 1980) . Output plots are generated using Gadfly.jl (Jones et al., 2019) .
In addition to being open-source, PressureDrop.jl has several advantages over closedsource applications for its intended use cases: (1) it allows programmatic and scriptable use with native code, without having closed binaries reference limited configuration files; (2) it supports dynamic recalculation of injection points and temperature profiles through time; (3) it enables duplication and modification of models and scenarios, including dynamic generation of parameter ranges for sensitivity analysis and quantification of uncertainty; (4) PVT or pressure correlation options can be extended by adding functions in Julia code (or C, Python, or R); (5) it allows developing wellbore models from delimited input files or database records.
